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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient bandwidth 

allocation algorithm in which higher priority is given to the 
videos with higher weights using agent technology. The 
popularity and weight profile of the videos which is used for 
efficiently allocating bandwidth is periodically updated by a 
mobile agent. The proposed approach allocates more 
bandwidth for higher weight videos [popular videos], reduces 
the load on the central multimedia server and maximizes the 
channel utilization between the neighboring proxy servers and 
the central multimedia server and lowers video rejection ratio. 
The simulation results prove the reduction of load on central 
multimedia server by load sharing among the neighboring 
proxy servers, maximum bandwidth utilization, and more 
bandwidth allocation for higher weight videos. 
 

Index Terms—Agent Technology, Resource Allocation, VoD, 
Bandwidth, Multimedia 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Agents are autonomous programs which can understand 
an environment, take actions depending upon the current 
status of the environment using its knowledge base and also 
learn so as to act in the future. Autonomy, reactive, proactive 
and temporally continuous are mandatory properties of an 
agent. The other important properties are commutative, 
mobile, learning and dependable. These properties make an 
agent different from other programs. The agents can move 
around in a heterogeneous network to accomplish their 
assigned tasks. The mobile code should be independent of the 
platform so that it can execute at any remote host in a 
heterogeneous network [1, 2, 10, 12]. 

A video-on-demand system can be designed using any of 
the 3 major network configurations – centralized, networked 
and distributed. In a centralized system configuration, all the 
clients are connected to one central server which stores all 
the videos. All the client requests are satisfied by this central 
server. In a network system configuration, many video 
servers exist within the network. Each video server is 
connected to a small set of clients and this video server 
manages a subset of the videos. In a distributed system 
configuration, there is a central server which stores all the 
videos and smaller servers are located near the network edges. 
When a client requests a particular video, the video server 
responsible for the requests ensures continuous playback for 
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the video [3]. 
In [7], Tay and Pang have proposed an algorithm called 

GWQ [Global Waiting Queue] which shares the load in a 
distributed VoD system and hence reduces the waiting time 
for the client requests. This load sharing algorithm balances 
the load between heavily loaded proxy servers and lightly 
loaded proxy servers in a distributed VoD. They assumed that 
videos are replicated in all the servers and videos are evenly 
required, which requires very large storage capacity in the 
individual servers. In [8], Sonia Gonzalez, Navarro, Zapata 
proposed a more realistic algorithm for load sharing in a 
distributed VoD system. Their algorithm maintains small 
waiting times using less storage capacity servers by allowing 
partial replication of videos. The percentage of replication is 
determined by the popularity of the videos. Proxy servers are 
widely used in multimedia networks to reduce the load on the 
central server and to serve the client requests faster. 

In, [2], we had considered an architecture without PSG 
and a comparison was made with an architecture without 
neighbouring proxy servers. In this paper, we propose an 
efficient bandwidth allocation algorithm and VoD 
architecture for distributed VoD system which allocates 
higher bandwidth to the videos which have higher weights. 
The architecture consists of a Central Multimedia Server 
[CMS]. A set of local Proxy servers are connected together in 
the form of a ring to form a Local Proxy Server Group [PSG].  
All the PSG’s are connected to the CMS. All connections are 
made through fiber optic cables. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed 
architecture, section 3 presents the proposed algorithm, 
Section 4 presents the simulation model, Section 5 presents 
the simulation results and discussion, Section 6 finally 
concludes the paper and further work. 

 

II.  PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 
A Proxy Server Group is a group of Proxy Servers which 
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are connected together in the form of a ring. Each Proxy  
Server is connected to a set of clients (users). This group of 
Proxy Servers is connected to the Central Multimedia Server 
[CMS] through fiber optic cables. A Proxy Server in this PSG 
acts as a coordinator and maintains a database which 
contains the information of the videos present in each Proxy 
Server in that PSG and also the weights of the videos in that 
PSG. A mobile agent travels through the Proxy Servers of a 
PSG periodically to find and update the set of videos present 
in each Proxy Server of the PSG and the popularity of the 
videos in the PSG. This information is shared among all the 
Proxy Servers in the PSG. 

The CMS contains all the N  number of videos. These 
N  videos are categorized into most popular, secondary 
popular and least popular. Initially, few most popular, 
secondary popular and least popular videos are loaded to the 
proxy servers. Also there weights for these videos are 
appropriately assigned.  

Consider n  videos nvvv ,.......,. 21 . The mean arrival 

rates for the videos are nλλλ ,...,, 21  respectively. There 
are m  server channels. The total arrival rate of all the videos 

is ∑ =
= n

i i1λλ . The probability of receiving a user request 

for a video iv  is given by λλ /iiP =  for ni ,....,2,1= . 

There are 3 classes of customer’s 21 , cc and 3c  and the 

profit associated with each class is 21, pp and 3p  

respectively. Let nkkk ,,, 21 L  be the number of requests 

for the n  videos nvvv ,.......,. 21 . Also, 

321 iiii kkkk ++= , where 1ik  is the number of requests 

of class 1, 2ik  is the number of requests of class 2 and 3ik  is 
the number of requests of class 3. Now, the weight associated 
with each video is 332211 *** pkpkpkw iiii ++= . 

The CMS periodically invokes a mobile agent which 
travels across the Proxy Servers and updates the video 
popularity and weight profile at the Proxy servers and the 
CMS.  

When a request for a video arrives at the proxy server [PS], 
one of the following cases happens: 
l The requested video is present in the PS 
l The requested video is not present in the PS, but is 

present in either left neighbor Proxy Server[LPS] or 
Right neighbor Proxy Server[RPS], but not in PSG 

l The requested video is present in both LPS and RPS, 
but not in the PS or PSG 

l The requested video is present in LPS and PSG, but 
not in PS or RPS 

l The requested video is present in RPS and PSG, but 
not in PS or LPS 

l The requested video is not present in LPS and RPS, 
but is present in PSG 

l The requested video is not present in LPS, RPS and 
PSG 

If the requested video is present in the PS, then the real 
time transmission of the video starts immediately from the 
PS to the client. If the requested video is not present in the PS, 
then the weight of the requested video is calculated as 
explained above.  

If the requested video is present only in LPS and not in 
RPS and PSG, then the bandwidth for the requested video 
between PS and LPS is allocated as follows: 

If maximum bandwidth required for the requested video is 
available between PS and LPS, then maximum bandwidth is 
allocated. If not, minimum bandwidth is allocated if 
available between PS and LPS. If minimum bandwidth 
required is also not available for the requested video between 
PS and LPS, then we check if minimum bandwidth could be 
accumulated by deallocating excess allocated bandwidth 
than the minimum bandwidth starting from the bottom (i.e. 
least weighted video). This way excess bandwidth is taken 
starting from the videos which have lower weights. If 
minimum bandwidth could be accumulated, then this 
minimum bandwidth is allocated to the requested video.  

If bandwidth could not be allocated between PS and LPS, 
then bandwidth allocation is done between PS and CMS as 
explained above. If bandwidth could not be allocated between 
PS and CMS also, then the requested video is rejected. 

If the requested video is present only in RPS and not in 
LPS and PSG, then the bandwidth for the requested video 
between PS and LPS is allocated as explained above. If 
bandwidth could not be allocated between PS and LPS, then 
bandwidth allocation is done between PS and CMS as 
explained above. If bandwidth could not be allocated between 
PS and CMS also, then the requested video is rejected. 

 If the requested video is present in both LPS and RPS, but 
not in the PS or PSG, then we check for the free bandwidth 
available between PS-LPS and PS-RPS. If free bandwidth 
available between PS and LPS is more than the free 
bandwidth available between PS and RPS, then bandwidth 
allocation is done between PS-LPS, otherwise bandwidth 
allocation is done between PS-RPS.  If bandwidth could not 
be allocated between PS-RPS and PS-LPS, then bandwidth 
allocation is done between PS and CMS as explained above. 
If bandwidth could not be allocated between PS and CMS 
also, then the requested video is rejected.  

If the requested video is present in LPS and PSG, but not in 
PS or RPS, then the bandwidth for the requested video 
between PS and LPS is allocated as explained above. If 
bandwidth could not be allocated between PS and LPS, then 
bandwidth allocation is done between PS and PSG as 
explained above. If bandwidth could not be allocated between 
PS and PSG also, then the then bandwidth allocation is done 
between PS and CMS as explained above. If bandwidth could 
not be allocated between PS and CMS also, then the 
requested video is rejected. 

If the requested video is present in RPS and PSG, but not in 
PS or LPS, then the bandwidth for the requested video 
between PS and RPS is allocated as explained above. If 
bandwidth could not be allocated between PS and RPS, then 
bandwidth allocation is done between PS and PSG as 
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explained above. If bandwidth could not be allocated between 
PS and PSG also, then the then bandwidth allocation is done 
between PS and CMS as explained above. If bandwidth could 
not be allocated between PS and CMS also, then the 
requested video is rejected. 

If the requested video is not present in PS, LPS and RPS, 
but is present in PSG, then bandwidth allocation is done 
between PS and PSG as explained above. If bandwidth could 
not be allocated between PS and PSG also, then the 
bandwidth allocation is done between PS and CMS as 
explained above. If bandwidth could not be allocated between 
PS and CMS also, then the requested video is rejected. 

If the requested video is not present in PS, LPS, RPS and 
PSG, then the bandwidth allocation is done between PS and 
CMS as explained above. If bandwidth could not be allocated 
between PS and CMS also, then the requested video is 
rejected. 

 

III.  PROPOSED ALGORITH 

NOMENCLATURE: PS: PROXY SERVER 
             LPS: Left neighbor proxy server 
             RPS: Right neighbor proxy server 
             PSG: proxy server group 
             BWAvail (x, y): Bandwidth available between 

x and y  
             MaxBW: Maximum Bandwidth 
                          MinBW: Minimum Bandwidth 
 
 
When a request for a video arrives at a particular time t, do 

the following: 
if the requested video is present in PS 
start streaming the video from PS 
  else 
dynamic bandwidth allocation is done according to the 

algorithm DYNABAND 
if bandwidth is allocated 
  then  
the video is downloaded and stored at PS and streamed to 

the requested client 
  else 
the request is rejected 
Algorithm DYNABAND 
 begin 
if the requested video is present in LPS only 
 then begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (LPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
  end 
if the requested video is present in RPS only 
  then begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (RPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  

   end 
if the requested video is present in both LPS and RPS 
   then begin 
if (BWAvail (LPS, PS)>BWAvail (RPS, PS)) 
   then begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (LPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
   end 
   else begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (RPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
   end 
   end 
if the requested video is present in both LPS and PSG 
 
then begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (LPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (PSG, PS)  
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
  end 
 
if the requested video is present in both RPS and PSG 
 then begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (RPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (PSG, PS)  
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
   end 
 
if the requested video is present in LPS, RPS and PSG 
  then begin 
if (BWAvail (LPS, PS)>BWAvail (RPS, PS)) 
  then begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (LPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (PSG, PS)  
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
  end 
 
  else begin 
call Bandwidth_allocation (RPS, PS) 
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (PSG, PS)  
if bandwidth is not allocated  
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
  end 
     
  end 
if the requested video is not present in LPS, RPS and PSG 
  then 
call Bandwidth_allocation (CMS, PS)  
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  end 
 
Algorithm Bandwidth_allocation(X, PS) 
 begin 
if MaxBW required for the video is available between X 

and PS 
  then 
allocate MaxBW for the video 
  else 
if MinBW required for the video is available between X 

and PS 
  then  
allocate MinBW for the video 
  else 
find out if MinBW required for the requested video could 

be accumulated by deallocating excess BW than the MinBW 
starting from the bottom (i.e. least weighted video)  

if MinBW could be accumulated 
  then 
allocate MinBW required for the requested video 
  els 
BW is not allocated for the requested video 

IV.  SIMULATION MODEL 
The simulation model consists of a single central 

multimedia server and a few proxy server groups. The PSG 
consist of a few proxy servers. The parameters considered for 
simulation are as follows: 

 
Parameter values 

Number of proxy servers 6 
Number of videos[NOV] 480 
Bandwidth between PS-LPS, 
PS-RPS and PS-CMS 

200MB 

Max Bandwidth for the videos 30MB to 40MB 
Min Bandwidth for the videos 4MB to 8MB 
No. of most popular videos NOV/4 =120 
No. of secondary popular 
videos 

NOV/4 = 120 

No. of least popular videos NOV/2 =240 
No. of most popular videos 
initially loaded to PS 

40 

No. of secondary popular 
videos initially loaded to PS 

40 

No. of least popular videos 
initially loaded to PS 

80 

 
The performance parameters are load sharing among the 

proxy servers, more bandwidth allocation for the videos 
having more weights, video rejection ratio and the bandwidth 
utilization between PS-LPS, PS-RPS, PS-CMS. 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 
Fig 1. Average Bandwidth between PS and LPS 

 
 

 
    Fig 2.  Average Bandwidth between PS and RPS 

 

 
Fig 3. Average Bandwidth between PS and PSG 

 

 
Fig 4. Average Bandwidth between PS and CMS 
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Fig 5. Bandwidth utilisation between PS and LPS 

 

 
Fig 6. Bandwidth utilisation between PS and RPS 

 

 
Fig 7. Bandwidth utilisation between PS and PSG 

 

 
Fig 8. Bandwidth utilisation between PS and CMS 

 

 
Fig 9. Video Rejection 

 
 

The results presented are an average of several simulations 
conducted on the model. Each simulation is carried out for 
10000 seconds. 

Fig 1 and Fig 2 shows the average maximum bandwidth, 
average minimum bandwidth and the average allocated 
bandwidth for all the videos being downloaded from LPS and 
RPS respectively. Initially maximum bandwidth is allocated 
to the videos downloaded from LPS/RPS. Later, when the 
number of videos being downloaded from LPS/RPS increases, 
the excess bandwidth of the lower weight videos being 
downloaded will be taken back to allocate for new videos. 
Thus more bandwidth will be assigned to the more weight 
videos than the lesser weight videos. When the number of 
videos still increases, then the average bandwidth allocated 
still decreases. 

Fig 3 shows the average maximum bandwidth, average 
minimum bandwidth and the average allocated bandwidth 
for all the videos being downloaded from PSG. Initially 
maximum bandwidth is allocated to the videos downloaded 
from PSG. Later, when the number of videos being 
downloaded from PSG increases[it happens whenever the 
requested video is not found in LPS and RPS and the video is 
found in PSG], the excess bandwidth of the lower weight 
videos being downloaded will be taken back to allocate for 
new videos. Thus more bandwidth will be assigned to the 
more weight videos than the lesser weight videos. When the 
number of videos still increases, then the average bandwidth 
allocated still decreases and becomes minimum.  

Fig 4 shows the average maximum bandwidth, average 
minimum bandwidth and the average allocated bandwidth 
for all the videos being downloaded from CMS. Initially 
maximum bandwidth is allocated to the videos downloaded 
from CMS. Later, when the number of videos being 
downloaded from CMS increases[it happens whenever the 
requested video is not found in LPS,RPS and PSG], the 
excess bandwidth of the lower weight videos being 
downloaded will be taken back to allocate for new videos. 
Thus more bandwidth will be assigned to the more weight 
videos than the lesser weight videos. When the number of 
videos still increases, then the average bandwidth allocated 
still decreases and becomes minimum.  

Fig 5, Fig 6,Fig 7 and Fig 8 shows the bandwidth 
utilisation between the PS-LPS, PS-RPS, PS-PSG and 
PS-CMS. The bandwidth utilisation is almost maximum as 
shown in the figures. Thus, the bandwidth between PS-LPS, 
PS-RPS, PS-PSG and PS-CMS is effiently used. 

Fig 9 shows the number of videos requested, videos 
rejected without PSG and the videos rejected with PSG.  

The number of rejections is less compared to the approach 
given in [2]. The number of rejections is quite low which 
majorly happens when the video is not found in LPS, RPS 
and PSG and there is no free bandwidth between PS and 
CMS. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have concentrated on the load sharing 

among the proxy servers by considering the local proxy 
server group and by giving higher priority for higher weight 
videos using agents. The simulation shows promising results. 
The algorithm always uses maximum bandwidth between the 
neighboring proxy servers and the central multimedia server 
by allocating more bandwidth to the higher weight videos so 
that they are streamed faster. Further work is being carried 
out to investigate load balancing by considering cost model 
for VoD. 
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